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a study of three centuries of radical ideas and activity in english political and social history
translations the first based largely on that in richard willes history of travayle in the west and
east indies 1577 the second derived from purchas his pilgrimes 1624 the third by the editor from three
sixteenth century spanish versions with appendices on various matters including a chinese glossary
and a table of chinese dynasties and emperors this is a new print on demand hardback edition of the
volume first published in 1953 these essays honour leading historian of early modern england paul
slack by engaging with his work on social policy and the history of political economy they explore
how languages of happiness and suffering developed and how historians might explore the public
employment and subjective experiences of happiness and suffering in this period this survey of the rise
and decline of english watchmaking fills a gap in the historiography of british industry clerkenwell in
london was supplied with rough movements from prescot 200 miles away in lancashire smaller
watchmaking hubs later emerged in coventry liverpool and birmingham the english industry led european
watchmaking in the late eighteenth century in output and its lucrative export markets extended to the
ottoman empire and china it also made marine chronometers the most complex of hand crafted pre
industrial mechanisms crucially important to the later hegemony of britain s navy and merchant marine
although britain was the workshop of the world its watchmaking industry declined why first because
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cheap swiss watches were smuggled into british markets later in the era of free trade they were joined
by machine made watches from factories in america enabled by the successful application to watch
production of the american system in waltham massachusetts after 1858 the swiss watch industry
adapted itself appropriately expanded and reasserted its lead in the world s markets english
watchmaking did not its trajectory foreshadowed and was later followed by other once prominent
british industries clerkenwell retained its pre industrial production methods other modernization
attempts in britain had limited success or failed politically and militarily powerful early modern
scandinavia played an essential role in the development of central european culture from the sixteenth
to the eighteenth century in this volume kristoffer neville shows how the cultural ambitions of
denmark and sweden were inextricably bound to those of other central european kingdoms tracing the
visual culture of the danish and swedish courts from the reformation to their eventual decline in the
eighteenth century neville explains how and why they developed into important artistic centers he
examines major projects by figures largely unknown outside of northern europe alongside other more
canonical artists including cornelis floris adriaen de vries and johann bernhard fischer von erlach to
propose a more coherent view of this part of europe one that rightly includes scandinavia as a vital
component the seventeenth century has long seemed a bleak moment in central european culture neville
s authoritative and unprecedented study does much to change this perception showing that the arts
did not die in the reformation and thirty years war but rather flourished in the baltic region a
sociocultural analysis of the relationships among law religion and sexual morality in burgundy
during the catholic reformation this book is divided into two interrelated parts the world of
prescription and the world of practice the first part examines the construction of authority focusing
primarily upon burgundy s dominant elite legal community the second part of the book examines the
deployment of authority and its appropriation by french men and women the new moral order focused
on sexuality and the imposition of this order involved a legal contest over the disposition of bodies
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both male and female be they priests courting couples victims of seduction or rape or prostitutes
james farr s book offers an unusually fertile approach to study the link between sexuality and
criminality nicholas temperley has pioneered the history of popular church music in england as
expounded in his classic 1979 study the music of the english parish church his hymn tune index of 1998
and his magisterial articles in the new grove this volume brings together fourteen shorter essays from
various journals and symposia both british and american that are often hard to find and may be less
familiar to many scholars and students in the field here we have studies of how singing in church
strayed from artistic control during its neglect in the 16th and 17th centuries how the vernacular
fuging tune of west gallery choirs grew up and how individuals like playford croft madan and stainer
set about raising artistic standards there are also assessments of the part played by charity in the
improvement of church music the effect of the english organ and the reasons why it never inspired
anything resembling the german organ chorale and the origins of congregational psalm chanting in late
georgian york whatever the topic temperley takes a fresh approach based on careful research while
refusing to adopt artistic or religious preconceptions until recently anne clifford has been known
primarily for her knole diary edited by vita sackville west which recounted her steadfast resistance
to the most authoritative figures of her culture including james i as she insisted on her right to inherit
her father s title and lands lucy hutchinson was known primarily as the biographer of her husband a
puritan leader during the english civil wars the essays collected here examine not only these texts but
in clifford s case her architectural restorations and both the great book which she had compiled and
the great picture which she commissioned in order to explore the identity she fashioned for herself as a
property owner matriarchal head of her family patron and historian in hutchinson s case recent
scholars have turned their attention to her poetry her translation of lucretius and her biblical epic
order and disorder to analyze her contributions to early modern scientific and political writing and
to place her work in relation to milton s paradise lost still the only general survey of the topic
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available this widely used exploration of the incidence causes and control of crime in early modern
england throws a vivid light on the times it uses court archives to capture vividly the everyday lives
of people who would otherwise have left little mark on the historical record this new edition fully
updated throughout incorporates new thinking on many issues including gender and crime changes in
punishment and literary perspectives on crime this 1912 book forms part of a two volume set on
english dissent between 1550 and 1641 the second volume gathers together a selection of primary
source documents relating to dissenter movements these books will be of value to anyone with an
interest in the history of christianity this book is a history of the early musical life of the parisian
cathedral of notre dame all aspects of the musical establishment of notre dame are covered from
merovingian times to the period of the wars of religion in france nine discrete essays discuss the
history of parisian chant and liturgy and the pattern and structure of the cathedral services in the
late middle ages notre dame polyphony and the composers most closely associated with the cathedral
among them leoninus perotinus and philippe de vitry the organ and its repertoire the choir the musical
education and performing traditions and the relationship of the cathedral to the court william a
pettigrew and david veevers put forward a new interpretation of the role europe s overseas
corporations played in early modern global history recasting them from vehicles of national
expansion to significant forces of global integration across the mediterranean atlantic indian ocean
and pacific corporations provided a truly global framework for facilitating the circulation
movement and exchange between and amongst european and non european communities bringing them
directly into dialogue often for the first time usually understood as imperial or colonial commercial
enterprises the corporation as a protagonist in global history reveals the unique global sociology
of overseas corporations to provide a new global history in which non europeans emerged as key
stakeholders in european overseas enterprises in the early modern world contributors include michael
d bennett aske laursen brock liam d haydon lisa hellman leonard hodges emily mann simon mills chris
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nierstrasz edgar pereira edmond smith haig smith and anna winterbottom this study of religious
tensions in early modern england explores the different religious separatist movements between 1550
1660 it describes the development of radical sectarianism during the reign of charles i and explores
why the unity of radical cause was shattered following the restoration of the monarchy in 1660
the book business statistics has five chapters each chapter discussed all the standard topics in detail
and contains numerous examples along with exercises this book covered and designed to meet the
syllabus requirements of b com and bba courses under madurai kamaraj university madurai tamil nadu
india first published in 1983 england s sea empire was originally part of the early modern europe today
book series it explores the relationships between the increase of english merchant shipping the growth
of naval power and the early experiments in overseas trade and colonisation no other book combines
these topics for the period from the middle of the 16th to the middle of the 17th century in dealing
with economic strategic and technical problems the authors write in language which is intelligible to
non specialist readers they illustrate the arguments with generous quotations from contemporary
sources and with maps of the regions under discussion this book will be of value on undergraduate
courses in early british or colonial or maritime history during the period 1500 1750 a general shift in
gardening practice took place from which emerged three distinct types of gardens traditional
subsistence or kitchen gardens aesthetic gardens and gendered aesthetic gardens the gardening and
husbandry manuals published during the period typified by the texts selected for this volume reveal
how and what one planted was related to one s role in society these texts attest to the changing
nature of gardening from a largely subsistence endeavour to an artful practice that became defined in
gendered terms the texts reproduced have been divided into two parts gardening books for the country
housewife and gardening books for ladies this volume includes leading scholarship on five writers
active in the first half of the sixteenth century margaret more roper katherine parr anne askew mildred
cooke cecil and anne cooke bacon the essays represent a range of theoretical approaches and provide
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valuable insights into the religious social economic and political contexts essential for
understanding these writers texts scholars examine the significance of margaret more roper s
translations and letters in the contexts of humanism family relationships and changing cultural
forces the contributions of katherine parr and anne askew to reformation discourses and debates and
the material presence of mildred cooke cecil and anne cooke bacon in the intellectual religious and
political life of their time the introduction surveys the development of the field as an interdisciplinary
project involving literature history classics religion and cultural studies this collective volume
explores the ways merchants managed to connect different spaces all over the globe in the early
modern period by organizing the movement of goods capital information and cultural objects between
different commercial maritime systems in the mediterranean and atlantic basin merchants and trade
networks in the atlantic and the mediterranean 1550 1800 consists of four thematic blocs
theoretical considerations the social composition of networks connected spaces networks between
formal and informal exchange as well as possible failures of ties this edited volume features eleven
contributions who deal with theoretical concepts such as social network analysis globalization
social capital and trust in addition several chapters analyze the coexistence of mono cultural and
transnational networks deal with network failure and shifting network geographies and assess the
impact of kinship for building up international networks between the mediterranean and the atlantic
this work evaluates the use of specific network types for building up connections across the
mediterranean and the atlantic basin stretching out to central europe the northern sea and the pacific
this book is of interest to those who study history of economics and maritime economics as well as
historians and scholars from other disciplines working on maritime shipping port studies migration
foreign mercantile communities trade policies and mercantilism bringing together knowledge
accumulated from historical archaeological and literary sources daniell paints a vivid picture of the
entire phenomenon of medieval death and burial a big contribution to medieval and early modern studies
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first full survey of how transhumance operated in ireland from the sixteenth century to the beginning
of the twentieth this 1994 book is a major work in early modern and pre industrial economic and
social history through an examination of material and institutional circumstances through the study
of work shop practices and of technical and aesthetic experimentation this book seeks to give an
account of the ways in which renaissance prints were realized distributed acquired and handled by
their public the study of slavery and coerced labour is increasingly conducted from a global
perspective and yet a dual eurocentric bias remains slavery primarily brings to mind the images of
atlantic chattel slavery and most studies continue to be based either outright or implicitly on a
model of northern european wage labour this book constitutes an attempt to re centre that story
to asia with studies spanning the western indian ocean and the steppes of central asia to the islands
of south east asia and japan and ranging from the sixteenth to the nineteenth century this book tracks
coercion in diverse forms tracing both similarities and differences as well as connections between
systems of coercion from early sales regulations to post abolition labour contracts deep empirical
case studies as well as comparisons between the chapters all show that while coercion was
entrenched in a number of societies it was so in different and shifting ways this book thus not only
shows the history of slavery and coercion in asia as a connected story but also lays the
groundwork for global studies of a phenomenon as varying manifold and contested as coercion first
published in 1971 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company
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Gothic and Renaissance Art in Nuremberg, 1300-1550 1986

a study of three centuries of radical ideas and activity in english political and social history

English Radicalism, 1550-1850 2007-02

translations the first based largely on that in richard willes history of travayle in the west and
east indies 1577 the second derived from purchas his pilgrimes 1624 the third by the editor from three
sixteenth century spanish versions with appendices on various matters including a chinese glossary
and a table of chinese dynasties and emperors this is a new print on demand hardback edition of the
volume first published in 1953

South China in the Sixteenth Century (1550-1575) 2017-05-15

these essays honour leading historian of early modern england paul slack by engaging with his work on
social policy and the history of political economy they explore how languages of happiness and
suffering developed and how historians might explore the public employment and subjective experiences
of happiness and suffering in this period
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Suffering and Happiness in England 1550-1850 2017

this survey of the rise and decline of english watchmaking fills a gap in the historiography of british
industry clerkenwell in london was supplied with rough movements from prescot 200 miles away in
lancashire smaller watchmaking hubs later emerged in coventry liverpool and birmingham the english
industry led european watchmaking in the late eighteenth century in output and its lucrative export
markets extended to the ottoman empire and china it also made marine chronometers the most complex
of hand crafted pre industrial mechanisms crucially important to the later hegemony of britain s navy
and merchant marine although britain was the workshop of the world its watchmaking industry
declined why first because cheap swiss watches were smuggled into british markets later in the era of
free trade they were joined by machine made watches from factories in america enabled by the successful
application to watch production of the american system in waltham massachusetts after 1858 the
swiss watch industry adapted itself appropriately expanded and reasserted its lead in the world s
markets english watchmaking did not its trajectory foreshadowed and was later followed by other
once prominent british industries clerkenwell retained its pre industrial production methods other
modernization attempts in britain had limited success or failed

The Rise and Decline of England's Watchmaking Industry,
1550–1930 2022-04-11

politically and militarily powerful early modern scandinavia played an essential role in the
development of central european culture from the sixteenth to the eighteenth century in this volume
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kristoffer neville shows how the cultural ambitions of denmark and sweden were inextricably bound
to those of other central european kingdoms tracing the visual culture of the danish and swedish
courts from the reformation to their eventual decline in the eighteenth century neville explains how
and why they developed into important artistic centers he examines major projects by figures largely
unknown outside of northern europe alongside other more canonical artists including cornelis floris
adriaen de vries and johann bernhard fischer von erlach to propose a more coherent view of this part of
europe one that rightly includes scandinavia as a vital component the seventeenth century has long
seemed a bleak moment in central european culture neville s authoritative and unprecedented study
does much to change this perception showing that the arts did not die in the reformation and thirty
years war but rather flourished in the baltic region

The Art and Culture of Scandinavian Central Europe, 1550–1720
2019-12-10

a sociocultural analysis of the relationships among law religion and sexual morality in burgundy
during the catholic reformation this book is divided into two interrelated parts the world of
prescription and the world of practice the first part examines the construction of authority focusing
primarily upon burgundy s dominant elite legal community the second part of the book examines the
deployment of authority and its appropriation by french men and women the new moral order focused
on sexuality and the imposition of this order involved a legal contest over the disposition of bodies
both male and female be they priests courting couples victims of seduction or rape or prostitutes
james farr s book offers an unusually fertile approach to study the link between sexuality and
criminality
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Authority and Sexuality in Early Modern Burgundy (1550-1730)
1995-01-05

nicholas temperley has pioneered the history of popular church music in england as expounded in his
classic 1979 study the music of the english parish church his hymn tune index of 1998 and his
magisterial articles in the new grove this volume brings together fourteen shorter essays from
various journals and symposia both british and american that are often hard to find and may be less
familiar to many scholars and students in the field here we have studies of how singing in church
strayed from artistic control during its neglect in the 16th and 17th centuries how the vernacular
fuging tune of west gallery choirs grew up and how individuals like playford croft madan and stainer
set about raising artistic standards there are also assessments of the part played by charity in the
improvement of church music the effect of the english organ and the reasons why it never inspired
anything resembling the german organ chorale and the origins of congregational psalm chanting in late
georgian york whatever the topic temperley takes a fresh approach based on careful research while
refusing to adopt artistic or religious preconceptions

Studies in English Church Music, 1550-1900 2023-06-14

until recently anne clifford has been known primarily for her knole diary edited by vita sackville west
which recounted her steadfast resistance to the most authoritative figures of her culture including
james i as she insisted on her right to inherit her father s title and lands lucy hutchinson was known
primarily as the biographer of her husband a puritan leader during the english civil wars the essays
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collected here examine not only these texts but in clifford s case her architectural restorations and
both the great book which she had compiled and the great picture which she commissioned in order to
explore the identity she fashioned for herself as a property owner matriarchal head of her family
patron and historian in hutchinson s case recent scholars have turned their attention to her poetry
her translation of lucretius and her biblical epic order and disorder to analyze her contributions to
early modern scientific and political writing and to place her work in relation to milton s paradise
lost

Ashgate Critical Essays on Women Writers in England,
1550-1700 2020-07-24

still the only general survey of the topic available this widely used exploration of the incidence
causes and control of crime in early modern england throws a vivid light on the times it uses court
archives to capture vividly the everyday lives of people who would otherwise have left little mark
on the historical record this new edition fully updated throughout incorporates new thinking on many
issues including gender and crime changes in punishment and literary perspectives on crime

Crime in Early Modern England 1550-1750 2014-06-17

this 1912 book forms part of a two volume set on english dissent between 1550 and 1641 the
second volume gathers together a selection of primary source documents relating to dissenter
movements these books will be of value to anyone with an interest in the history of christianity
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The Early English Dissenters (1550-1641): Volume 2, Illustrative
Documents 2012-03-29

this book is a history of the early musical life of the parisian cathedral of notre dame all aspects of
the musical establishment of notre dame are covered from merovingian times to the period of the wars
of religion in france nine discrete essays discuss the history of parisian chant and liturgy and the
pattern and structure of the cathedral services in the late middle ages notre dame polyphony and the
composers most closely associated with the cathedral among them leoninus perotinus and philippe de
vitry the organ and its repertoire the choir the musical education and performing traditions and the
relationship of the cathedral to the court

Military Construction Appropriations for 1990 1989

william a pettigrew and david veevers put forward a new interpretation of the role europe s overseas
corporations played in early modern global history recasting them from vehicles of national
expansion to significant forces of global integration across the mediterranean atlantic indian ocean
and pacific corporations provided a truly global framework for facilitating the circulation
movement and exchange between and amongst european and non european communities bringing them
directly into dialogue often for the first time usually understood as imperial or colonial commercial
enterprises the corporation as a protagonist in global history reveals the unique global sociology
of overseas corporations to provide a new global history in which non europeans emerged as key
stakeholders in european overseas enterprises in the early modern world contributors include michael
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d bennett aske laursen brock liam d haydon lisa hellman leonard hodges emily mann simon mills chris
nierstrasz edgar pereira edmond smith haig smith and anna winterbottom

Index of Technical Publications 1977

this study of religious tensions in early modern england explores the different religious separatist
movements between 1550 1660 it describes the development of radical sectarianism during the reign of
charles i and explores why the unity of radical cause was shattered following the restoration of
the monarchy in 1660

Bulletin of the United States Bureau of Labor Statistics 1913

the book business statistics has five chapters each chapter discussed all the standard topics in detail
and contains numerous examples along with exercises this book covered and designed to meet the
syllabus requirements of b com and bba courses under madurai kamaraj university madurai tamil nadu
india

Music and Ceremony at Notre Dame of Paris, 500-1550
2008-10-30

first published in 1983 england s sea empire was originally part of the early modern europe today
book series it explores the relationships between the increase of english merchant shipping the growth
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of naval power and the early experiments in overseas trade and colonisation no other book combines
these topics for the period from the middle of the 16th to the middle of the 17th century in dealing
with economic strategic and technical problems the authors write in language which is intelligible to
non specialist readers they illustrate the arguments with generous quotations from contemporary
sources and with maps of the regions under discussion this book will be of value on undergraduate
courses in early british or colonial or maritime history

The Corporation as a Protagonist in Global History, c.
1550-1750 2018-12-10

during the period 1500 1750 a general shift in gardening practice took place from which emerged three
distinct types of gardens traditional subsistence or kitchen gardens aesthetic gardens and gendered
aesthetic gardens the gardening and husbandry manuals published during the period typified by the texts
selected for this volume reveal how and what one planted was related to one s role in society these
texts attest to the changing nature of gardening from a largely subsistence endeavour to an artful
practice that became defined in gendered terms the texts reproduced have been divided into two parts
gardening books for the country housewife and gardening books for ladies

Legislative Index and Table of Sections Affected 1981

this volume includes leading scholarship on five writers active in the first half of the sixteenth
century margaret more roper katherine parr anne askew mildred cooke cecil and anne cooke bacon the
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essays represent a range of theoretical approaches and provide valuable insights into the religious
social economic and political contexts essential for understanding these writers texts scholars
examine the significance of margaret more roper s translations and letters in the contexts of humanism
family relationships and changing cultural forces the contributions of katherine parr and anne askew
to reformation discourses and debates and the material presence of mildred cooke cecil and anne cooke
bacon in the intellectual religious and political life of their time the introduction surveys the
development of the field as an interdisciplinary project involving literature history classics religion
and cultural studies

Cases Concerning Equity and the Courts of Equity 1550-1660
2001

this collective volume explores the ways merchants managed to connect different spaces all over the
globe in the early modern period by organizing the movement of goods capital information and cultural
objects between different commercial maritime systems in the mediterranean and atlantic basin
merchants and trade networks in the atlantic and the mediterranean 1550 1800 consists of four
thematic blocs theoretical considerations the social composition of networks connected spaces
networks between formal and informal exchange as well as possible failures of ties this edited volume
features eleven contributions who deal with theoretical concepts such as social network analysis
globalization social capital and trust in addition several chapters analyze the coexistence of mono
cultural and transnational networks deal with network failure and shifting network geographies and
assess the impact of kinship for building up international networks between the mediterranean and the
atlantic this work evaluates the use of specific network types for building up connections across the
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mediterranean and the atlantic basin stretching out to central europe the northern sea and the pacific
this book is of interest to those who study history of economics and maritime economics as well as
historians and scholars from other disciplines working on maritime shipping port studies migration
foreign mercantile communities trade policies and mercantilism

The North Sea and Culture (1550-1800) 1996

bringing together knowledge accumulated from historical archaeological and literary sources daniell
paints a vivid picture of the entire phenomenon of medieval death and burial a big contribution to
medieval and early modern studies

Radical Puritans in England 1550 - 1660 2014-07-15

first full survey of how transhumance operated in ireland from the sixteenth century to the beginning
of the twentieth

Military Publications 1965

this 1994 book is a major work in early modern and pre industrial economic and social history
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BUSINESS STATISTICS 2021-03-14

through an examination of material and institutional circumstances through the study of work shop
practices and of technical and aesthetic experimentation this book seeks to give an account of the
ways in which renaissance prints were realized distributed acquired and handled by their public

England's Sea Empire, 1550-1642 2023-08-11

the study of slavery and coerced labour is increasingly conducted from a global perspective and yet
a dual eurocentric bias remains slavery primarily brings to mind the images of atlantic chattel
slavery and most studies continue to be based either outright or implicitly on a model of northern
european wage labour this book constitutes an attempt to re centre that story to asia with studies
spanning the western indian ocean and the steppes of central asia to the islands of south east asia
and japan and ranging from the sixteenth to the nineteenth century this book tracks coercion in diverse
forms tracing both similarities and differences as well as connections between systems of coercion
from early sales regulations to post abolition labour contracts deep empirical case studies as well
as comparisons between the chapters all show that while coercion was entrenched in a number of
societies it was so in different and shifting ways this book thus not only shows the history of
slavery and coercion in asia as a connected story but also lays the groundwork for global studies
of a phenomenon as varying manifold and contested as coercion
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Departments of State, Justice, and Commerce, the Judiciary, and
related agencies appropriations for fiscal year 1978 1977

first published in 1971 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company

Making Gardens of Their Own: Advice for Women, 1550-1750
2016-12-05

County Budget 1951

Ashgate Critical Essays on Women Writers in England,
1550-1700 2017-05-15

The Early English Dissenters in the Light of Recent Research
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(1550-1641) Volume i History and Criticism 2016-09-01

Merchants and Trade Networks in the Atlantic and the
Mediterranean, 1550-1800 2005-06-20

Death and Burial in Medieval England 1066-1550 2020

Transhumance and the Making of Ireland's Uplands, 1550-1900
1900

Henry Barrow, Separatist (1550?-1593) and the Exiled Church of
Amsterdam (1593-1622) 1995
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Prices, Food and Wages in Scotland, 1550-1780 1994-01-01

The Renaissance Print, 1470-1550 1949

Interior Department Appropriation Bill for 1950 2022-12-05

Slavery and Bondage in Asia, 1550–1850 2005-08-08

Mining in the East Midlands 1550-1947 1910

Annual Report of the Board of Gas and Electric Light
Commissioners of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts 1974
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Annual Department of Defense Bibliography of Logistics Studies and
Related Documents 1998

Select Cases in Manorial Courts, 1250-1550
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